Solution for OMB IPv6 Reporting

Challenge- The Office of E-Government and Information Technology released a June 30th deadline for federal agencies to complete their inventory of existing IP compliant devices and technologies in addition to completing a fiscal and operational impact analysis for IPv6 transition planning. Most federal agencies are approaching these deadlines with no automated tools.

Scalable Solution
Scalable’s Rapid Response – IPv6 Solution, provides agencies measurable business results in a 30-day time frame. By automating IPv6 compliance and reporting, Scalable Software can provide a comprehensive report that includes transition checklists, devices “not” compliant; Application and Device inventory report, and risk analysis based on the OMB Circular A-11. Our professional service offering will eliminate most manual tasks, decrease the time investment and create an automated process for achieving future deadlines. Unique capabilities include:

Comprehensive, enterprise-wide inventory- Scalable provides the only enterprise-wide auto discovery and inventory of all IT assets and offers formatted OMB reports for IPv6

Detailed analytics- Scalable’s Rapid Response – IPv6 Solution provides detailed analytics for risk analysis, IPv6 readiness reporting and progress reporting

Rapid deployment- The Rapid Response – IPv6 Solution is a professional services engagement that leverages Scalable’s expertise in both IT asset management and IT cost reduction for the least intrusive and most rapid project deployment and completion

Solution Benefits
At the conclusion of the project the agency will receive a detailed IPv6 report which will:

- Provide an overall dashboard of all devices that include a Transition Checklist, Risk Analysis and Inventory as it relates to IPv6 readiness
- Identify devices and software that are IPv6 ready and provide a gap analysis for those devices that do not support IPv6
- Provide a detailed cost savings report that identifies unused assets and allows agencies to reduce their license renewal and new purchase cost of both hardware and software
- Minimize resource impact (people, systems and time) with an OMB formatted report that that can be customized and tailored to each agencies specific needs

Engagement Process
Scalable’s Rapid Response – IPv6 Solution is a cost-effective, flexible solution that provides agencies the insight and data needed to successfully meet the upcoming OMB IPv6 report.

Pricing for the Detailed Savings Plan
1,500* – 25,000 seats = $6.00/seat
25,000-100,000 = $5.00/seat
100,000-250,000 = $4.00/seat
250,000-500,000 = $3.00/seat
* Minimum # of seats

For More Information:
For more information about Scalable Software products and services, contact Scalable sales at 703.234.5435. To access information using the World Wide Web, go to: www.scalable.com or email us at fedsales@scalable.com